Exciton-Delocalizing Ligands Can Speed Up Energy Migration in Nanocrystal Solids.
Researchers have long sought to use surface ligands to enhance energy migration in nanocrystal solids by decreasing the physical separation between nanocrystals and strengthening their electronic coupling. Exciton-delocalizing ligands, which possess frontier molecular orbitals that strongly mix with nanocrystal band-edge states, are well-suited for this role because they can facilitate carrier-wave function extension beyond the nanocrystal core, reducing barriers for energy transfer. This report details the use of the exciton-delocalizing ligand phenyldithiocarbamate (PDTC) to tune the transport rate and diffusion length of excitons in CdSe nanocrystal solids. A film composed of oleate-terminated CdSe nanocrystals is subjected to a solid-state ligand exchange to replace oleate with PDTC. Exciton migration in the films is subsequently investigated by femtosecond transient absorption. Our experiments indicate that the treatment of nanocrystal films with PDTC leads to rapid (∼400 fs) downhill energy migration (∼80 meV), while no such migration occurs in oleate-capped films. Kinetic Monte Carlo simulations allow us to extract both rates and length scales for exciton diffusion in PDTC-treated films. These simulations reproduce dynamics observed in transient absorption measurements over a range of temperatures and confirm excitons hop via a Miller-Abrahams mechanism. Importantly, our experiments and simulations show PDTC treatment increases the exciton hopping rate to 200 fs, an improvement of 5 orders of magnitude relative to oleate-capped films. This exciton hopping rate stands as one of the fastest determined for CdSe solids. The facile, room-temperature processing and improved transport properties offered by the solid-state exchange of exciton-delocalizing ligands show they offer promise for the construction of strongly coupled nanocrystal arrays.